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Many cancer models, either in vitro or in vivo, have been developed actively in order to 
elucidate and understand the mechanisms of the carcinogenesis and progression of human 
cancers. Such models include cell lines, in vitro three-dimensional culture model as spheroid, 
organoid, animal cancer xenograft model, human cancer xenograft model and patient-derived 
xenograft (PDX) model and the like.  Meanwhile, in the construction of cancer models, to make 
the cancer model itself are not becoming the objectives but the real objectives of the models 
are to deepen the knowledge and comprehension on the intended system (pathology of cancers), 
and furthermore the drug discovery based on the animal models is the further objective. When 
we develop and utilize an animal model derived from human tissue, we have to clarify the 
objectives of the model and utilize it appropriately based on the comprehension of its advantage 
and defect.
    The pancreatic cancer is one of the representative intractable cancers which is difficult to 
diagnose in its early stage and of which the prognosis is very poor even after the diagnosis. 
Our clinic-pathological studies revealed that the characterization of nerve infiltration. To 
clarify the clinical significance of the nerve infiltration, we tried and found that the genetically 
engineered mouse pancreatic cancer model did not match for the study, because the location 
of pancreas and the relation to the nerve are definitely different between human and mouse. 
We constructed a model for the nerve infiltration in which human pancreatic cancer cells are 
xenotransplanted in the immune deficient mouse sciatic nerve. As a result, it was observed 
that the transplanted cancer cells aggressively invaded toward the proximal side similarly as in 
cases of human pancreatic cancer. Additionally, rapid loss of body weight of the mouse similar 
to the cachexia and cancerous pain were observed. To confirm these phenomena in patients 
with pancreatic cancer; therefore we researched into the treatment using the animal model. IL-6 
highly produced by human pancreatic cancer cells at the nerve invading region site strongly 
affects the promotion of pancreatic cancer development resulting in cancer pain and the 
cachexia. Similar clinical manifest is observed in pancreatic cancer patients. With an aim of drug 
discovery, we tried to verify the inhibition of these phenomena both in animal and clinical trials 
with anti-IL6 receptor antibody. We couldn’t verify the efficacy of antibodies in a clinical trial, 
since we couldn’t find an appropriate marker to select patients,.
    Based on our experiences, the comprehension of pathological condition using models is 
different from that of the development of therapeutic method. The construction of appropriate 
cancer model depending on its objective is important on understanding the pathological 
condition of cancer patients or the development of treatment. New models in which integration 
of in vitro and in vivo information obtained from both in animal models and human cancers may 
appear.  New cancer model based on the deeper comprehension of cancer and the human body 
is expected.
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